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1. Abstract
The Bangjeom tone marks U+302E HANGUL SINGLE DOT TONE MARK and U+302F HANGUL DOUBLE DOT TONE
MARK have the General_Category property value Nonspacing_Mark. However, these marks are left reordrant and, in horizontal text, their glyphs need to have positive advance widths to avoid colliding with
the preceding glyphs. The General_Category property value Spacing_Mark is more appropriate for
characters with positive advance widths. This proposal is to change the General_Category property value of U+302E and U+302F from Nonspacing_Mark (Mn) to Spacing_Mark (Mc).

2. Backgound
The Bangjeom marks were used in writing Middle Korean in the Hangul script, introduced in “The Proper
Sounds for the Instruction of the People” (Hunmin Jeong-eum Eonhae) [1]. In that orthography, tones
were denoted with one- and two-dot marks:




A high tone (Geoseong), represented in Unicode with U+302E HANGUL SINGLE DOT TONE MARK;
A rising tone (Sangseong), represented in Unicode with U+302F HANGUL DOUBLE DOT TONE MARK;
A low tone (Pyeongseong) was unmarked.

The placement of Bangjeom tone marks is described in two WG2 proposals from the Korean National
Body:



“Graphically, Bangjeom [are] attached to the left of a syllable.” [2]
“Two dots are put at the left of a Syllable Block to represent Sangseong (rising tone) and one dot
to represent Geoseong (high tone).” [3]

When Korean is laid out in vertical columns, the Bangjeom tone marks are clearly placed to the left of
the syllable blocks, as illustrated in Figure 1. Several other examples can be found in [3].
When rendered in horizontal layout, there is a question of whether the Bangjeom retain their position
to the left of syllable blocks or change position to above syllable blocks. Members of the Korean delegation to WG2 informed us that the Bangjeom tone marks retain their position to the left of syllable blocks
in both vertical and horizontal layout.

Figure 1. Sample page from the Eonhaebon version (mixed Hanja and Hangul) of the Hunmin Jeong-eum
Eonhae. Note the placement of the Bangjeom tone marks to the left of Hangul syllable blocks. Reproduced from [5].

Figures 2 and 3 reproduce two renditions of Korean from [1], in vertical and horizontal layout. The
Hunmin Jeong-eum Eonhae text data rendered in those figures is from the Korean TeX User Group [4].
That text uses U+00B7 MIDDLE DOT and U+003A COLON to represent single- and double-dot Bangjeom
tone marks, respectively, which also seems to indicate the placement of Bangjeom to the left of syllable
blocks regardless of layout.
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Figure 2. Hunmin Jeong-eum Eonhae text provided by the Korean TeX User Group [4] rendered in vertical layout on the Wikipedia page [1]. The Bangjeom tone marks are placed to the left of Hangul syllable
blocks. The same placement occurs in horizontal layout, as illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hunmin Jeong-eum Eonhae text provided by the Korean TeX User Group [4] rendered in horizontal layout on the Wikipedia page [1]. The Bangjeom tone marks are still placed to the left of Hangul
syllable blocks. The same placement occurs in vertical layout, as illustrated in Figure 2.
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3. Proposal
The characters U+302E HANGUL SINGLE DOT TONE MARK and U+302F HANGUL DOUBLE DOT TONE MARK have
the General_Category property value Nonspacing_Mark. This property value usually implies a zero advance width for the glyphs. However, in horizontal layout, the glyphs of the Bangjeom marks need to
have positive advance widths, or else they overlap with the glyph of the preceding character.
The General_Category property value Spacing_Mark is more appropriate for characters whose glyphs
have positive advance widths. It also hints a font designer to assign the proper glyph metrics. For these
reasons, we propose to change the General_Category property value of U+302E and U+302F from Nonspacing_Mark (Mn) to Spacing_Mark (Mc).
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